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NTT DOCOMO has achieved an application platform for
providing new services geared to smartphones. This platform
provides users with safe, secure, and convenient access to
TM*1
services while leveraging the advantages of the Android
OS known for flexible application development. It facilitates
the development of multiple applications for configuring new
smartphone services through appropriate mapping of applications and functions thereby achieving future extendibility,
ease of maintenance, and more efficient development.
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*1 Android : A software platform for smartphones and tablets consisting of an operating
system, middleware, and major applications. A
trademark or registered trademark of Google
Inc., United States.
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Common platform software

FOTA : Firmware update Over The Air
Emoji Factory : Library used for displaying carrier emoticons.
Emoji package : Software for inputting or displaying emoticons (carrier or deco-mail emoticons).
OBEXTM (OBject EXchange protocol) : Communication system for exchanging objects specified by the Infrared Data Association (IrDA). A trademark of IrDA.
WAP (Wireless Application Protocol) Push Helper : Software for registering applications targeted for receiving messages.
WAP Push Manager : Library for sending messages to an application by SMS.

Figure 1 Overview of common platform software and applications for new smartphone services

*2 Platform: Base software for running applications. In this article, refers to software lying
above the OS.
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NTT DOCOMO services.

*3 SMS: A service for transmitting/receiving
short text-based messages. SMS is also used
for transmitting/receiving mobile terminal control signals.
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